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About This Game

Ominous clouds are gathering over Persia. The good natured king Badiya is mortally ill and the demonic Grand Vizier Zaved
holds his subjects in an iron grip, bringing the country to the edge of ruin. To make matters worse, a shadowy disease has

appeared out of nowhere, spreading across the land. A young and talented apothecary Tara decides to find the cause of this
plague and prevent it from spreading further. A quest full of puzzles and challenges awaits, one that will lead her to the far

reaches of kingdom and even beyond it. Luckily for her, Tara won't be alone in this endeavour. She will be assisted by a
mysterious acrobat and swordsman Darius, as well as goofy but kind-hearted geenie Minu. Will the 3 daredevils succeed in

finding the source of an ancient evil and stop the impending doom? Join the quest and lead Tara to victory.

Features

Intriguing riddles and ho scenes!

Gather ingredients and brew secret potions!

Discover fairytale Persia in 41 locations!
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Interactive minigames with duels and swordfighting!

Larger than life companions will assist you!
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Title: Persian Nights: Sands of Wonders
Genre: Adventure, Casual
Developer:
Sodigital
Publisher:
Artifex Mundi
Release Date: 29 Jun, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP, Windows Vista, Windows 7, Windows 8, Windows 10

Processor: 2 GHz

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: 256 MB VRAM

DirectX: Version 9.0b

Storage: 3 GB available space

English,French,Italian,German,Japanese,Korean,Polish,Russian,Simplified Chinese
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nice little runner wish there more scenarios though.. Fans of the Xcom series will probably love this.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oyp2osF64dg
Fallen is a post-apocalyptic, turn based, tactical combat and strategy game where you lead your caravan on a quest for revenge.

In a World saved and destroyed by a new energy source, a quest for revenge will unveil the deepest secret on how it all began to
fall apart. - Recommended!. THATS MY GAME :). Embark upon a great journey! This classical RPG is reimagined and
designed by Instant Kingdom. Everything from game design, mechanics, leveling, dialogue, all the way to humor, is balanced in
a way that will enjoy you no matter how many times you play. The best part of this game is storytelling, so definitely get this
game if you love fun and memorable stories.

This game natively supports modding and an integrated mod browser is available.

If you are interested in RPGs, get this game. If you're not, get it anyway!. gave me ptsd
10\/10 would get ptsd again. This is a game I played all the time in the 90's. It's old style and turn based strategy game involving
war, economy and overall management. I really like playing this game and still play it often. This is my most favorite computer
game.

My personal varient of this game: Play against 4 other AI players and keep them alive (barely) and take all other territories. Best
to keep enemies separated by your territories to keep them from killing each other. It's hard to do and usually some player gets
eliminated early in the game. I build my assets and weapons to a designated level (say like 8,00,000 dollars, 8000 weapons each
and 80,000 crops each). Once this is done, then the game is over and I consider that I've "won."

After all the times I've won this game, this varient goal keeps the game interesting for me.
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I don't think I've ever known a twin-stick shooter, or indeed any game, to be so relaxing and stressful at the same time.... Design
in logic need alot more improvement. current game design is faulted.
. This game is straight. Nothing about this game is wack forreal. Its worth the money. I just expected it to be a good beat em up.
I proved to be so much more. Hello there!!!
As a starting point i already say that i'm enjoying the game pretty hard....

Let's start by it's Pros:

1. The game is stunning even though it's still an alpha-prebuild.....

2. It already has a lot of movesets for just one weapon that some games can't even think to achieve...

3. The characters by being silent they have a little kind of mistery and as per se the characters looks are amazing...

4. Actually the difficulty is very engaging (i add it's VERY HARD, but by being so hard when u get through just the first boss is
already pleasing) and tend to be realy frustrating but on my point of view, it's so charming that makes me want to play to see if i
can beat the boss again and again....

5. And probably my favorite aspect of the game, it's the devs they seems to be great guys with a great idea that TENDS to
LISTEN it's community and also being pretty open and active with them, this already gives a game a "plus" it's not so easy to see
such involved devs and this makes in my view arealy good start as an alpha game.....

And then we get to the Cons:

1. Even though the graphic is amazing the game has realy big problems of FPS by the problematic VSync perma-ON (it has
already been in working to resolve the issue and to turn it off) and some kind of fog and light effects that tend to be a bit heavy
for the eyes (BUT the graphic side of the game is already on fix state, so i don't think this con. should be took so serious, STILL
it must be said)....

2. At the moment the game is a bit repetitive, the number of chamber for the randomic generator it's still not high enough to
make the "runs" totally different one by an another (Still, this also is a point where they are already working and i'm looking for
updates).....

3. The game lack a bit of content (PREMISE it's still in alpha), the enemies are pretty easy to read and even though their
placement and positioning is pretty "strategic" they tend to do everytime the same thing; i'd like to see more bosses and more
variety about the mobs, maybe adding some mini-bosses on the road to the end, and maybe adding some strange places that you
can access some other routes by killing the boss without ever get hit (as an example)...

4. As last i'd like to say that the animations is the only thing that i'm a bit of disappointed, they are realy sturdy and it seems that
the characters are so heavy (i would advice to implement an animation for the turning, tilt and rotation of the characters seeing
that on the keyboard you literally just change direction without even moving is pretty frustrating for such a good game).....

Recap... At the end of the road the game shouldn't be rated actually so i wont give any vote but in case the game a day will meet
all the premise it gives and resolve some of the problems it haves, it could even compete with the top of the roguelike genre......
As last by being an Alpha the game is amazing and just by giving the opportunity to remove this Vsync and so, fix a bit the FPS
issues the game would be already freking Gorgeous and enjoyable by everyone..... And Also who doesn't like a good waifu or
two as the playable character XP.....

Thanks for reading AYAYA!!!!. An atmospheric on-screen production of one of the early Fighting Fantasy gamebooks.
The game is set in the FF continent of Allansia and you must travel to the treacherous Icefinger Mountains to find and defeat
(not just once, but twice!) the evil Snow Witch Shareella, who is planning to unleash a new ice-age on the world.
Ian Livingstone's original book has really been brought back to life (defrosted?) here. The game is exactly as it woz (all those
years ago!) and not only are the original b&w artworks here, but new colour reworkings as well. The nostalgic feel of the game
is perfect.
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There are options for background music and sound effects, as well as a great series of 30 achievements ranging from difficult to
amusing. There are also Steam trading cards for this game.
This game is rather more linear than most, with two distinct sections. I believe it was originally two shorter adventures combined
into one longer story.
This game is extremely combat heavy, as well as requiring certain correct path choices to find items. The standard Adventurer
mode is tough, even with high initial scores, and the hardcore Hero mode is brutally difficult (near impossible) even with the
highest possible starting scores, so there is plenty of (frustrating) replay value in this one.
TinManGames have produced five of the original FF games as standalone titles (more about them elsewhere) and this is a very
good installment.. Great game, love the simulated ship combat and plot. Wish they'd release it for SteamOS, I think it would do
well with the gamepad.

Meet Artifex Mundi at Gamescom & PAX West 2018!:

Do you want to meet the creators of your favorite games in person? Then you should definitely visit us during Gamescom in
Cologne & PAX West 2018!

You will have one of a kind opportunity to play our two latest projects ahead of release:

My Brother Rabbit (release: Fall 2018) is a beautifully drawn exploration adventure and puzzle game set in a surreal world that
mixes reality with a child’s imagination. It is scheduled to release this Fall.

Irony Curtain: From Matryoshka with Love (release: 2019) is a satirical point-and-click adventure that takes you out of your
bourgeoisie comfort zone and throws you right in the middle of a Cold War class struggle to the death – or until you surrender
your toilet paper.

We'll be a part of big Polish Booth on both events - and we will have lots of surprises for you!

If you want to know more about both events, please visit Gamescom website[www.gamescom.global] and PAX West website
[prime.paxsite.com]

See you there!. My Brother Rabbit available this Fall!:

Add the game to your wishlist and stay updated!. My Brother Rabbit nominated in Aggie Awards!:
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Hello fAM! We have fantastic news! We've been nominated in the prestigious Aggie Awards by the redaction of Adventure
Gamers. Aggie Awards are an award for adventure games for merits in several categories from concept, art direction, and story,
to the adventure game of the year.

This year's nominations have been released and My Brother Rabbit has been nominated in two categories - "Best Graphic
Design" and "Best Sound Effects"! We're very happy and very proud that our work has been appreciated!

If you'd like to know more about the whimsical artwork of My Brother Rabbit, you can read up on Gamasutra - Daniel Gizicki
has written a nice article[www.gamasutra.com] on the art of My Brother Rabbit.

If you'd rather just indulge in the visuals, you can head over to either Luke Sałata's instagram[www.instagram.com] or AM's
own IG.

You can support us in the Reader's Choice awards by voting for for us at the voting page[adventuregamers.com] - we're
superexcited about this, and hope you're too!. SOLVE THE MYSTERIOUS CASE IN THE CITY OF CRIME!:

Follow the game or add it to your wishlist to stay updated!. Composer Peter McConnell joins works on Irony Curtain
Score:
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Agents!

Today we have a top secret, exciting message from our on headquarters! When we first announced Irony Curtain, we promised
– no elevator music! That’s why we have established a Matryoshkan collaboration with an extremely esteemed, experienced
agent: Peter McConnell. 

All fans of classic point and clicks will recognize that name – such hits as the Grim Fandango or Monkey Island series would not
be complete without the splendid soundtracks that enhanced the adventures of the wacky, weird heroes. The enormously
successful composer collaborated with Arkadiusz Reikowski - best known for his work on Layers of Fear, Kholat and
AM’s My Brother Rabbit - on the OST to Irony Curtain, which resulted in an larger-than-life Original Soundtrack. Peter
created the Main Theme, which inspired Arkadiusz's further work on the OST - the effect of their endavors is available on 
Soundcloud[soundcloud.com] and Bandcamp[arkadiuszreikowski.bandcamp.com] as we speak!

Irony Curtain from Matryoshka with Love is the satirical, classic p’n’c adventure about espionage and a bizarre, communist
Matryoshka, full of no-nonsense riddles, politically incorrect jokes and vivid, intense characters you’ll be dying to meet.

Click one of the links above and go listen – then let us know what you think on twitter or facebook!

Check out the whole video: https://youtu.be/qh-AKz5DP4k
And add Irony Curtain to your wishlist: 
https://store.steampowered.com/app/866190/Irony_Curtain_From_Matryoshka_with_Love/. Find the Vulcan's Hammer!:
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You play as Amelia, a brilliant expert on Roman mythology and a new asset of the Myth Seekers agency. Your assignment is to
continue the investigation of a fellow operative who recently vanished under mysterious circumstances. The first order of
business is to locate the Venusian Codex and get in touch with an Italian agent named Lorenzo. Together you will need to track
down the powerful artifact called Vulcan's Hammer. Time is of the essence as evil forces are also looking for the relic. During
this stunning adventure you will travel across Italy, solving countless puzzles and looking for clues in hidden object scenes.
Learn the truth behind the destruction of Pompeii and face off against the enemies of the Agency as you race to prevent another
catastrophe!

Don’t forget to add the game to your steam wishlist ��

http://store.steampowered.com/app/657040/The_Myth_Seekers_The_Legacy_of_Vulcan/
. Irony Curtain premiere to celebrate the Leader’s birthday - 16/05 - Irony Curtain release to PCs!:

16 May 2019 marks one of the most importantest events in the country of Matryoshka! The Great Leader will be celebrating his
birthday – and for this reason the Enlightened Father of the Nation has decided to bestow Irony Curtain: From Matryoshka with
Love to the Matryoshkans! The game will be available on Steam !

The Departament of Propaganda prepared a short teaser introducing the citizens of the West to the details of Evan’s visit in the
bestest country in the world:
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vH42MjPlGBg&feature=youtu.be

Irony Curtain: from Matryoshka with Love is a satirical point and click adventure game set in the weird, totalitarian country of
Matryoshka. It's the backdrop of the misadventures of the lowly pen-pusher Evan who accidentaly becomes a pawn in a spy war
between two powers.

Irony Curtain will be available on Steam on May 16th 2019.

If you’d like to disscuss or ask questions – talk to us on our Steam Forum!

https://store.steampowered.com/app/866190/Irony_Curtain_From_Matryoshka_with_Love/
. FIND PANACEUM AND SAVE MANKIND!:

Add the game to your wishlist to stay updated!

Since the dawn of time, humanity has searched for panaceum – a miracle medicine that can cure every known disease and even
overcome death. Sarah Pennington travels to a research facility in the heart of South America, invited by her mother – a
microbiologist – and immediately gets drawn into the whirlwind of dangerous adventures. Sarah’s mother gets kidnapped by an
old enemy, the Dragon Clan, which conducts secret experiments in the jungle and won’t hesitate to do anything to get the
miraculous plant that grants control over life and death. Will Sarah save her mother and find the mysterious plant?

http://store.steampowered.com/app/662190/The_Secret_Order_6_Bloodline/
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